Peel Clothworkers’ Primary School
‘Enjoyable learning for life’

Home Learning: W/B - Monday 4th May
Amazing Africa!
Our new topic for this half term is Amazing Africa. We will be
learning about the people, places, cultures and wildlife in Africa.

Reading
Pattern and Theme Poems - Your own Poem
Choose an African animal that you would like to write a poem about. This
may be the same animal that you did your verse for last week.Read some
information books to find exciting and interesting descriptive words for your
animal that would be good to use in a poem.
Objectives:
- Distinguish between fiction and non fiction and the reading purpose.
- Use phonic and high frequency word knowledge to read new or
unfamiliar words.
Writing
Pattern and Theme Poems - Your own Poem.
Use the exciting and interesting descriptive words that you have found to
write a simple poem about an African animal of your choice. You could use
rhyme in your poem if you like but you don’t need to. You could use a
repeating pattern like in the poem that you looked at last week.
Objectives:
- Incorporate and show an understanding of adjectives.
- Include new and interesting words and phrases into writing.

Science
Physical Processes - Light
Objectives:
- use my own ideas to make predictions
- talk about changes in light that result from actions.
A shadow happens when a solid object passes in front of
the light source causing an absence of light. Watch the
video below and then see if you can spot any shadows
inside or outside.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zshxpv4
Try and create a shadow with a lamp, and any object.
Draw around the shadow on a piece of paper.
What do you think will happen to the shadow if you move
the object?
Did the shadow do what you thought it would?

PE

Objectives
-jump in a variety of different ways using appropriate
techniques.
Practice all the different ways you could jump.
Long jump, tall jump, running jump, jump with two feet, jump high, 1 leg,

Year 1

Maths
Number - Place Value to 100 including counting in 2s, 5s and 10s.
Objectives:
- Count to and across 100 forwards and backwards beginning from any given
number.
Challenge 1
Counting in 5s
Write down the sequence on numbers that you say when counting in 5s from 0.
What do you notice about this pattern of numbers? Which digits do the numbers
always end in? Write down anything else that you notice about the numbers in the
sequence.
Challenge 2
Counting in 10s
We have already worked on counting in 10s from 0 - 100 earlier this year in
class.
We are now going to think about counting in 10s when you start at different
numbers.
Choose a number between 0 and 100.
Write down the number and then work out what is 10 more than this number and
what is 10 less that this number.
For example:
10 Less
Number
10 More
Repeat with some different starting numbers.
Chosen
What do you notice about the digits in the
tens column and the units column when you
14
24
34
are counting in 10s?

Cross Curricular Challenge
Amazing Africa
Objectives:
- use a variety of sources to find information about
places (books, internet, stories, photographs).
- recognise and explain similarities and differences
between two places.
Watch the documentary below:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000c6pn/
seven-worlds-one-planet-series-1-7-africa
Note down some of the similarities and differences
between the Isle of Man and Africa.
Think about :
- Climate
- Animals
- Plants
- Habitats
- Any others that you notice.
Feel free to use any other sources, but ask an adult to
help you stay safe while searching online.

